In the current age research in the field of medical science has been increased to a significant height but there are several new virus which cannot be detect by the usual medical test , for example some common disease like malaria ,dengue, hepatitis , jaundice needs of very meticulous medical analysis because all the above said dieses has very common symptoms which needs of strong analysis to determine the exact dieses. Maximum number of medical test which are conducted to determine the dieses mostly based upon doctor's guess which are not only expensive and but also give inaccurate pathological result. In this paper we emphasized more on symptom rather than pathological test .From the large domain we consider the disease hepatitis for our purpose .Every year millions of people died from hepatitis due to improper diagnosis .We develop an algorithm using rough set concept to counter hepatitis. We classified the entire paper in to three basic section 1 st section about literature review the 2 nd and 3 rd section deals with the Experiment, Findings, and Statistical Validation.
INTRODUCTION
The increasing growth of medical science and different types of un-common dieses always put challenge on doctors and scientist to counter. From the large medical database which creates a need and an opportunity to ex-tract inference from data bases [1] .Data base regarding human biology have gathered large quantities of information about the patients and their physical conditions, analysis of these data provided with new medical information often resulted incomplete information [2] .Often data analysis based upon assumptions of knowledge aboutdependencies, probability theory and large number of experiments, unable to de-rive correct conclusions neither from incomplete information nor manage the data consistency. The general intelligence techniques used in medical data analysis are Neural network [3] Bayesian classifier [4] Genetic algorithms [5] Decision trees [6] Fuzzy set [7] . Rough set theory and it's basic concept was invented by Polish logician, Professor Z. Pawlak in early eighties [8] .Rough set theory is based upon conventional set theory very useful for extracting knowledge from un-certain and incomplete data based information, it assumes that we first have necessary information or knowledge of all the objects in the universe with which the objects can be divided into different groups. If we have exactly the same information of two objects then we say that they are indiscernible (similar), i.e., we cannot distinguish them with known knowledge. It can be used to find dependencies among the data set to evaluate the importance of attributes to find the pattern of data. Learn general decision-making principle , decrease all redundant objects and attributes and seek the minimum subset of attributes so as to attain satisfying categories. More-over, Rough set reduction algorithms is very useful in analyzing and approximate the decision classes using simplified patterns [ 9] .Rough set theory become very popular among scientists around the world and the it is now one of the most growing intelligent data analysis tool. Unlike other research methods such as fuzzy set theory, Dempster-Shafer theory or statistical methods, rough set analysis requires no external parameters and uses only the information presented in the given data [10] .This paper discusses how rough set theory can be used to analyze medical data, and for extracting information from a set of observed samples of the hepatitis data. Rough set reduction technique is applied to find all reducts of the data which contains the minimum subset as attributes that are associated with a class for further classification. We classified the entire paper in three section as follows 1 st section contains the literature review like definition and of rough sets and elementary concept of rough set theory, correlation and some statistical validation techniques the 2 nd section consists of data analysis on medical data which we collected from DR P K Mishra M D and 3 rd section contains the algorithm for rule generation for classification of jaundice and statistical validation of the rule that is generated in the form of algorithm the 4 th section contains the conclusion part and the future work. extension of conventional set theory that support approximations in decision making.
2.1.2 Approximation Space: An Approximation space is a pair (U , R) where U is a non empty finite set called the universe R is an equivalence relation defined on U.
2.1.3 Information System: An information system is a pair S = (U , A), where U is thenon-empty finite set called the universe, A is the non-empty finite set of attributes 2.1. 4 Rough Set Attribute Reduction (RSAR) provides a filter based tool by which knowledge may be extracted from a domain in a concise way; retaining the information content whilst reducing the amount of knowledge involved.
Dependency of Attributes

Dispensable and Indispensable Attributes
Reduct and Core
Let S = (U, A=C U D) be a decision table. A subset R of C is a reduct of C, if POS R (D) = POS C (D) and S' = (U, RUD) is independent, ie., all attributes in R are indispensible in S'. Core of C is the set of attributes shared by all reducts of C. CORE(C) = ∩RED(C) where, RED(C) is the set of all reducts of C. The reduct is often used in the attribute selection process to eliminate redundant attributes towards decision making.
Correlation
Correlation define as a mutual relationship or connection between two or more things .The quantity r, called the linear correlation coefficient, measures the strength and the direction of a linear relationship between two variables. The linear correlation coefficient is sometimes referred to as the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient in honor of its developer Karl Pearson. The mathematical formula for its coefficient given by the formula
Goodness of fit
The goodness of fit of a statistical model describes how well it fits a set of observations. Measures of goodness of fit typically summarize the discrepancy between observed values and the values expected under the model in question.
Chi squared distribution
A chi-squared test, also referred to as χ² test, is any statistical hypothesis test in which the sampling distribution of the test statistic is a chi squared distribution when the null hypothesis is true. Also considered a chi-squared test is a test in which this is asymptotically true, meaning that the sampling distribution (if the null hypothesis is true) can be made to approximate a chi-squared distribution as closely as desired by making the sample size large enough. The chi-square (I) test is used to determine whether there is a significant difference between the expected frequencies and the observed frequencies in one or more categories. Do the number of individuals or objects that fall in each category differ significantly from the number you would expect? Is this difference between the expected and observed due to sampling variation, or is it a real difference
Further analysis of chi square test
Basic properties of chi squared goodness fit is that it is non symmetric in nature .How ever if the degrees of freedom increased it appears to be to be more symmetrical .It is right tailed one sided test. All expectation in chi squared test is greater than 1.E I =np i where n is the number samples considered p i is the probability of i th occurrence .Data selected at random there are two hypothesis null hypothesis and alternate hypothesis null hypothesis denoted by H 0 alternate hypothesis denoted by H 1 . H 0 is the claim does follow the hypothesis and H 1 is the claim does not follow the hypothesis here H 1 is called the alternate hypothesis to H 0 .If the test value found out to be K then K can be calculated by the formula K=∑ (O I -E I ) 2 / E I . Choice of significance level always satisfies type 1 error .
attributes that have all essential information about the data set. The process is illustrated by applying rough set concept on 20 samples which we get by using correlation technique applied on 1000 samples and 20 samples of jaundice case appears to be different . In this paper the five conditional attributes Purities ,Dark urine, Abdominal pain , Fever and Fatigue  rename as a 1, a 2 ,a 3 ,a 4 ,a 5 the data's for these conditional attributes are low ,moderate and high rename as b 1 ,b 2 ,b 3 and decision attributes are positive , negative and rename as c 1 ,c 2 respectively .Application and analysis on the data set and rule generation being presented in the following tables . Table -1 is  the initial table, and the process of analysis is present in the subsequent tables Table- 
c. Boundary Region(BR)
BoundaryRegionisdescriptionoftheobjectsthatofasetXregar dingRisthesetofallthe objects,whichcannot be classified neitherasXnor-XregardingR.IftheboundaryregionX=ф then the set is considered "Crisp", that is, exact in relation to R; otherwise,iftheboundaryregionisasetX≠фthesetX"Rough"isc onsidered.In thattheboundary region is BR =R U -R L . The above result when compared with the positive cases E(a 1 ) high strength [11] Found to be nil where as for negative cases of high E(a 1 ) strength [11] 3/3 cent percent similarly for negative cases of moderate E(a 1 ) strength [11] gives rise to be 1/5 about 20% , positive cases of low E(a 1 ) strength [11] 6/9 about 66% basic observation gives rise is that a 1 attribute does not give any significant result similarly E(a 2 ) low ={ E 8 , E 15 , E 16 }…………………………(6) E(a 2 ) moderate ={ E 1 , E 2 , E 4 ,E 6 ,E 7 ,E 9 ,E 10 ,E 12 ,E 13 ,E 18 }…….. (7) E(a 2 ) high ={ E 5 ,E 13 ,E 14 }………………………………… (8) Similar analysis strength [11] positive high a 2 will be 2/3 And for strength [11] for negative for low a 2 will be also 3/3=1 this gives a significant result so we keep the attribute a 2 for further classification . Now analyzing the a 3 we derive the following conclusion E(a 3 ) low ={E 1 ,E 8 ,E 12 ,E 15 ,E 16 }……………………….. (9) E(a 3 ) moderate ={E 2 ,E 6 ,E 7 ,E 9 ,E 10 ,E 13 }………………………. (10) E(a 3 ) high ={E 5 ,E 11 ,E 12 ,E 14 }……………………………. (11) Finding the strength [11] high a 3 positive case will be 4/4=1 .And similarly for strength [11] for low a 3 cases will be gives negative result 4/5 .As in high a 3 we find large volume of positive jaundice case similarly in case of low a 3 we find large volume of negative case of jaundice. So the attribute a 3 has certain degree of importance, so keep a 3 for further classification E(a 4 ) low = {E 1 ,E 8 ,E 12 , E 15 , E 16 }………………………. (12) E(a 4 ) moderate = {E 6 ,E 7 ,E 10 ,E 13 }……………………….… (13) E(a 4 ) high = {E 2 ,E 5 ,E 9 ,E 11 ,E 14 ,E 19 E 20 }……………………(14)
Analysis and classification result extraction
Analyzing a 4 E(a 4 ) low negative strength [11] will be 4/5 similarly for E(a 4 ) high positive strength [11] cases will be about 4/7 so we cannot ignore this attribute now analyzing a 5 we have the following result as in low density of a 4 provide negative cases of jaundice E(a 5 ) low ={E 1 ,E 8 ,E 13 ,E 15 , E 16 }………………………. (15) E(a 5 ) moderate = {E 5 ,E 6 ,E 7 , E 10 , E 12 }……………………(16) E(a 5 ) high = {E 2 ,E 9 , E 11 , E 14 , E 19 ,E 20 }………………….. (17) E(a 5 ) high strength [11] for positive case will be 5/6 similarly E(a 5 ) low strength [11] for negative cases found out to be 1 so we are having an ambiguity as because in positive case in high a 5 give a significant ratios in the contrast we are also a significant ratios in the negative strength [11] so we are ignoring this a 5 attribute from further classification , it is to be noted that the process of analyzing the data is just depends upon two cases that is the high and low cases , in case of not getting any significant result from two high and low case then we switch our analysis to moderate case in this context upon analyzing the data which collected we get all significant result from low and high case studies so we ignore the moderate case i.e from b 1 and b 3 .So we get the reduced table Table-3 from table-2 after dropping two  attribute both a 1 ,a 5 Reduced Table-3 From Table- Reduced Table-6 From Table-5 Further reduction of table-6 is not possible , so we derive the knowledge based algorithm looking at the reduced table-6 , the algorithm is present is entirely in knowledge based it completely based on the reduction table which we get after finding the reduct from the data set which we collected from medical resources
The algorithm is as follows 
